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MS LONDON, BRITISH LIBRARY

Or. 3126: AN UNKNOWN WORK BY

AL-GHAZ2L �I ON METAPHYSICS AND

PHILOSOPHICAL THEOLOGY

FRANK GRIFFEL
Yale University

When the British Museum in London bought Baron von Kremer’s
collection of oriental manuscripts in 1886, it acquired a volume that—
according to its title page—was a copy of al-Ghaz:l;’s well-known
Maq:Bid al-fal:sifa (‘Intentions of the Philosophers’). Alfred von Kremer
(1828–89), who was an Austrian scholar of Islamic and Arabic studies,
had purchased the manuscript while serving as a diplomat in the Middle
East.1 He describes the volume in the catalogue he wrote of his own
collection as a copy of al-Ghaz:l;’s Maq:Bid al-fal:sifa and mentions no
differences from other copies of the book.2 However, when Charles Rieu

1 Von Kremer was professor of Arabic language at the Königliche
Polytechnicum in Vienna between 1850 and 1852. Prior to that he had studied
Arabic in Syria. From 1852 he held a diplomatic post in Alexandria, and another
from 1870 in Beirut. He was a member of the commission overseeing Egypt’s
national debts in 1876 and returned from his diplomatic posts in 1880. See
Johann Fück, Die arabischen Studien in Europa bis in den Anfang des 20.
Jahrhunderts (Leipzig: Otto Harrassowitz, 1955), 187–9. On the acquisition
of his collection, see Stephan Roman, The Development of Islamic Library
Collections in Western Europe and North Africa (London: Mansell, 1990), 9.

2 Alfred von Kremer, ‘Über meine Sammlung orientalischer Handschriften’,
Sitzungsberichte der philosophisch-historischen Classe der kaiserlichen
Akademie der Wissenschaften (Wien) 109 (1885), 153–228, at 208. At the
time of von Kremer’s research, the Arabic Maq:Bid al-fal:sifa was still unprinted.
A number of manuscripts existed in European libraries and the medieval Latin
translation Logica et Philosophia Algazelis was available in Renaissance
printings. For a list of von Kremer’s works, see Fuat Sezgin (ed.) Bibliographie
der deutschsprachigen Arabistik von den Anfängen bis 1986 (Frankfurt:
Institut für die Geschichte der Arabisch-Islamischen Wissenschaften, 19 vols.,
1990–2001), xv. 310–16. Von Kremer apparently never quoted this MS in
his publications. He was familiar with al-Ghaz:l;’s autobiography from
August Schmölder’s edition and French translation of 1842, and he knew
Tah:fut al-fal:sifa in a manuscript of the K.u.K. Hofbibliothek in Vienna.
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(1820–1902) described the manuscript in his Supplement to the
Catalogue of the Arabic manuscripts in the British Museum of 1894,
he stressed that ‘the work cannot be identified with any of the known
writings of the great theologian as described by Dr. Gosche (. . .), or
noticed by Haj[ji] Khal[ifa]’.3 Rieu repeats von Kremer’s observation
that the book had lost a number of folios at the beginning and must be
considered acephalous. Rieu realized that the current front-page was
added later and might not contain the original title of the book. Since
there is neither an incipit nor an indication of the book’s title within its
text, the original title of the book is unknown. Rieu listed the content of
the seven maq:l:t in which the book is divided and identified the text
as a treatise on metaphysics, by ‘al-Ghazz:li’. He added that ‘[t]here can
be no doubt that the author is al-Ghazz:li, for in the concluding lines
he refers the reader to his own work (. . .)’.4

On the basis of Rieu’s description, Carl Brockelmann included the
text in his Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur as an independent work
of al-Ghaz:l;, and described it as ‘an untitled metaphysical work in seven
Maq:l:t’.5 Yet, despite its identification as an independent text of
considerable size, the two main bibliographical studies on al-Ghaz:l;
by Maurice Bouyges and 6Abd al-RaAm:n Badaw; do not devote much
attention to it. Both knew the text only from Rieu’s description and
did not study the original manuscript in London. Bouyges, who wrote
his bio-bibliographical study of al-Ghaz:l; around 1924 and left it
unpublished during his lifetime, speculates whether the text of the
manuscript in London can be recognized as one of the unidentified
books by al-Ghaz:l; mentioned by him in the introductory section of his
Tah:fut al-fal:sifa (‘Incoherence of the Philosophers’).6 He calls the text

3 Charles Rieu, Supplement to the Catalogue of the Arabic Manuscripts in the
British Museum (London: Longmans, 1894), 495. Rieu refers to Richard
Gosche’s bio-bibliographical sketch Über Ghazzâlı̂s Leben und Werke (Berlin:
Königlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1858) and to the bibliographical
dictionary Kashf al-Cun �un 6an as:m; l-kutub wa-l-fun �un by H:jj; Khal;fa K:tib
Velebi (d. 1067/1657) in the edition of Gustav Flügel (Leipzig/London: Oriental
Translation Fund, 1835–58).

4 Rieu, Supplement, 494 f.
5 Carl Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur, 2 vols. (Leipzig

1897–1902), i. 425; 2nd edn. (Leiden: Brill, 1943–49), i. 545. The text is no. 63
in Brockelmann’s list of al-Ghaz:l;’s works.

6 Maurice Bouyges, Essai de chronologie des œuvres de al-Ghazali (Algazel),
ed. Michel Allard (Beirut: Imprimerie Catholique, 1959), 26 f. The book
was published after Bouyges’ death in 1951 and was already outdated by that
time. Much of Bouyges’ speculation must be considered corrected by his own
later work on the critical edition of al-Ghaz:l;’s Tahâfot al-Falâsifat ou
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the ‘pseudo-Maq:Bid of al-Ghaz:l;’ and suggests that it is one of the
books that al-Ghaz:l; recommends as a preparation before studying his
Tah:fut. Bouyges acknowledges, however, that this is a mere hypothesis
‘qui me paraı̂t de moins en moins probable’.7 Badaw; directly responds
to this hypothesis in his Mu8allaf:t al-Ghaz:l; of 1964. He rejects
Bouyges’ suggestion—to identify the text with one of the book-titles
mentioned in the Tah:fut—on the grounds that the title in question can
be identified with a known book by al-Ghaz:l;.8 Von Kremer, Rieu,
Brockelmann, Bouyges, and Badaw; are the only Western scholars who,
to my knowledge, have commented on this text. So far, no other copy of
the text preserved in London has come to light.

The present article re-introduces an important document on
al-Ghaz:l;’s intellectual debate with philosophical metaphysics that
so far has not been used by researchers in this field. In the following,
I will first describe the manuscript London, British Library, Or. 3126
and secondly characterize the text contained therein. I will compare it to
Maq:Bid al-fal:sifa as it is known to us from other manuscripts and from
a Latin translation of around 1180.9 Finally, I will provide evidence that

‘Incohérence des Philosophes’ (Beirut: Imprimerie Catholique, 1927). In that
edition Bouyges suggested that the title of the unidentified work mentioned in the
fourth introduction to the Tah:fut (pp. 17.3, 20.9) is ‘Mi6y:r al-6aql’, not ‘Mi6y:r
al-6uq �ul’ as he had conjectured around 1924 and as it appears in his Essai de
chronologie.

7 Bouyges, Essai, 26.
8 6Abd al-RaAm:n Badaw;, Mu8allaf:t al-Ghaz:l; (Kuwait: Wik:lat

al-Ma3b �u6:t, 2nd imp., 1977) 72, identifies ‘Mi6y:r al-6uq �ul’ with the known
Mi6y:r al-6ilm and thus excludes ‘Mi6y:r al-6uq �ul’ (or rather, ‘Mi6y:r al-6aql’—see
n. 6, above) from being the title of the London book. The text of the MS
in London is mentioned a second time in Badaw;’s bibliography. Inspired by
Brockelmann’s entry on the text as ‘an untitled metaphysical work in seven
Maq:l:t’, Badaw; also lists a ‘Maq:l:t’ in his Mu8allaf:t al-Ghaz:l; , 322.
The ‘Maq:l:t’ is identified with the Kremer MS in London but classified as
a work most likely not written by al-Ghaz:l;. As an additional witness who
attests to the existence of a Maq:l:t by al-Ghaz:l;, Badaw; quotes Mohammed
Ben Cheneb, ‘Études sur les personnages mentionnés dans l’;djâza du Cheick
Abd el Qadir el Fâsy’, in Actes du XIV congrès international des Orientalistes
à Algers, 5 vols. (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1905–8), iii. 2:168–561,
at 517–21. Ben Cheneb’s list of al-Ghaz:l;’s works is, however, not new and
independent evidence, since it depends in this case on Brockelmann’s Geschichte
der arabischen Litteratur.

9 al-Ghaz:l;, Maq:Bid al-fal:sifa, ed. M. 4abr; al-Kurd;, 3 parts (Cairo:
al-Ma3ba6a al-MaAm �udiyya, 1355/1936). The Latin translation is extant in
early European prints such as the Venetian 1506 edition of Logica
et philosophia Algazelis (Reprint Frankfurt: Minerva, 1969) and in critical
editions by Charles Lohr ‘Logica Algazelis. Introduction and Critical Text’
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the text in the London manuscript belongs to the corpus of al-Ghaz:l;’s
writings. The text in the London manuscript stands in a close
relationship to Mi6y:r al-6ilm f; fann al-man3iq (‘The Touchstone of
Knowledge in the Art of Logic’),10 a book that is mentioned in at
least seven other books by al-Ghaz:l; and thus can be securely ascribed
to him.11 The text preserved in the London manuscript should be
considered a new and previously unused work by al-Ghaz:l;.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MANUSCRIPT
1 2

Manuscript London, British Library, Or. 3126 is a book of 285 leaves
in quarto size. The handwriting is in large naskh; with only 15 lines per
quarto page. There is no colophon indicating the identity of the copyist
or the date of the copy. At times the handwriting has been done with
great care. At other times it is very negligent and can barely be
deciphered. Diacritical points are sometimes complete, at other times
totally absent or set at random. This is probably the hand of a
professional scribe.

The handwriting can only be dated to ‘some time’ before the ninth/
fifteenth century. A manuscript whose writing shares many, but not all,
features of the hand of this scribe is MS Sprengler 763 of the Berlin
Staatsbibliothek, which was copied in 763/1362. Rieu writes that the
book is written in ‘fine, large and bold springy Neskhi, probably in the
12th century’.13

The text of the manuscript is often corrected in the margins or
between the lines. These corrections and additions are in the same
handwriting as the main text.14 Towards the end of the book,

in Traditio 21 (1965): 223–88 and Algazel’s Metaphysics. A Medieval
Translation, ed. J. T. Muckle (Toronto: St Michael’s College, 1933). The latter
contains two parts, the metaphysics and the natural sciences.

10 al-Ghaz:l;, Mi6y:r al-6ilm f; fann al-man3iq, ed. M. 4abr; al-Kurd; (Cairo:
al-Ma3ba6a al-6Arabiyya, 2nd edn., 1346/1927).

11 Mi6y:r al-6ilm (including its alternative title, Mi6y:r al-6ul �um, which also
appears in some MSS of this work) is mentioned in M;z:n al-6amal, MiAakk
al-naCr, al-Qis3:s al-mustaq;m, Jaw:hir al-Qur8:n, Mishk:t al-anw:r,
al-MustaBf: min 6ilm al-uB �ul, and in some MSS of Tah:fut al-fal:sifa. See
Badaw;, Mu8allaf:t al-Ghaz:l; , 70 f. and Bouyges, Essai, 25 f.

12 For a full description, see Rieu’s entry in his Supplement, 494–6. In the
following I focus on aspects not mentioned by Rieu.

13 Ibid. 494.
14 On fo. 14b, however, there is a marginal note by a different hand. I am

indebted to Muhammad Afifi al-Akiti of Oxford University for pointing me to
this note.
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starting with fol. 235, pages are water damaged and the holes have been
repaired with modern European paper. The damage as well as the repair
led to a significant loss of text that increases towards the later pages
of the book. The final pages show a level of severe damage of roughly
40 per cent.

The current binding of the book in red morocco is from the late
nineteenth or early twentieth century and is the work of the British
Museum workshop. Originally, the book was bound in 21 quires with
each quire having normally 7 double-leaves, folded in the middle and
bound together with string. A quire thus has 14 leaves or 28 pages. The
5th and the 17th quires (fos. 55–67 and 220–32) have only 13 leaves,
suggesting that in these two cases one leaf was cut off during the copying
process, presumably after a mistake was discovered before the work on
the following leaf had begun. The 20th quire (fos. 261–78) has 9 double-
leaves (18 leaves) and the 21st, which is the last in the volume, has only
6 leaves cut from what seems to have been an original quire of 14 blank
leaves.

Since the first quire has only 11 leaves, 7 of which are after the
fold that divides the quire, it is evident that three leaves are missing at
the beginning of our text. Given that the first page was reserved
for the title of the book, the book has lost 5 full pages or 75 lines
of writing.15

The dimensions of the leaves are 25.7� 17 cm. The paper is
polished laid paper of a cream, sometimes dark cream colour. Its
quality of pulp is uniform to floccular. It is fibrous and the fibres can be
as long as 10 mm but are mostly less than that. The paper is of
medium transparency and there are on average 6 to 7 laid lines per
centimetre. Laid lines are slightly curved, parallel to the trim edges of the
paper. The paper has no horizontal chain line. The leaves of the book
are on average 1.4 to 1.8 mm thick. According to the known
characteristics of Islamic paper drawn from dated manuscripts, the
production of this type of paper may be cautiously dated to sixth/twelfth
century Iran.16

15 For Rieu the book ‘appears, from the original number of quires, to have lost
two leaves’. It has lost, in fact, three leaves.

16 Helen Loveday, Islamic Paper. A Study of the Ancient Craft (London:
Don Baker Memorial Fund, 2001), 81. For the characteristics of Islamic paper
and its study, see also Joseph von Karabacek, Arab Paper, trans. Don Baker and
Suzy Dittmar with additional notes by Don Baker (London: Archetype
Publications, 2001).
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The front page of the book does not share these characteristics. It is
thinner (around 0.4 mm) and brighter than the other leaves of the book.
There are 6 to 7 laid lines per centimetre but this paper has been
produced with a mould that had horizontal chain lines. There are three
chain lines visible on the paper, irregularly spaced, between 4.6 and
7.7 cm apart. This leaf has been repaired at the bottom and shows
signs of having been folded in the middle before being bound in this
book. The production of this single leaf may be tentatively dated to
the eighth/fourteenth century from Iran, Syria, or Egypt.17 It should
be stressed that such dating is not at all precise, particularly if one is
dealing with a single leaf, whose thickness, for instance, may be difficult
to measure. The estimate is the result of comparing the paper with
features known from dated manuscripts of this period.

Due to the characteristics of the paper and the handwriting, the
production of the codex can be tentatively dated to the sixth/twelfth
century and placed in Iran. The book may date to al-Ghaz:l;’s lifetime at
the turn of the sixth/twelfth century.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEXT

This book is not, as it says on its front page, al-Ghaz:l;’s Maq:Bid
al-fal:sifa.18 While the Maq:Bid is divided into three main parts—logic,
metaphysics, and natural sciences—this text contains seven ‘treatises’
(maq:l:t). Each treatise is, in turn, divided into ten chapters (abw:b) and
each chapter into a varying number of either sections (fuB �ul), remarks
(ish:r:t) and admonitions (tanb;h:t), or invocations (da6w:t). (A line by
line translation of the table of contents of the entire manuscript is given
in Appendix I.)

17 Loveday, Islamic Paper, 83.
18 The text of the front page reads: Kit:b Maq:Bid al-fal:sifa, taBn; f al-Shaykh

al-Im:m Eujjat al-Isl:m Ab; E:mid b. MuAammad b. MuAammad b.
MuAammad al-Ghaz:l; al-F �us; , nafaAa-ll:h al-an:m. Am;n, am;n. At the
bottom of the title page is a line in Ottoman Turkish with what appears to be a
pharmaceutical recipe. The Turkish text reads: Bir kimesne süst-end:m olsa,
gaBnfyf bedenos, ya6n; hur �us y:ğfyla ezüp, :let-i tengile Bfrta goy [or: gav; ]
bastfr. _Ilker Evrim BinbaZ of the University of Chicago—to whom I am most
grateful for his assistance—suggests the following translation: ‘[To treat] a
debilitated person, [one should] pound galbanum [Galbanum officinale]
with bedenos [a kind of grouse in Greek], i.e. rooster fat, and put it and
press [or (if reading ‘gav; ’) press hard] on the [debilitated person’s] back with a
narrow tool.’
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While we do not know how the text originally began, we do know
how it ends. Since unfortunate circumstances left a large water-stain on
the last leaves, the kh:tima is defective. It reads:

Section (faBl): This is the sum of what I have gathered (talaqqa3tu) from the

books [of the philosophers] (. . .) They are plain unbelievers regarding three

questions. These are (. . .) the assembly of the bodies [on the Day of

Resurrection], their conviction that the world is pre-eternal (. . .), high and

exalted is He, knowledge of particulars. The rest is of a kind that (. . .)

(. . .) We do not oppose them regarding the things that they—through [their

method]—prove apodictically on the subject of the unity (tawA;d) of the being

necessary by virtue of itself and that there is nothing that shares in its being. In

fact, in this case we support them. The books of our peers (aBA:bun:) amongst

the mutakallim �un are laden with this. We only oppose them regarding His

attributes. They deny the attributes of the Creator (al-b:r; ), exalted is His name,

but we proclaim them. We made the implication of this clear and we went deeply

into what is taught about this matter in the book Tah:fut al-fal:sifa (‘The

Incoherence of the Philosophers’). It should be taken from there. This is only a

report. Praise be to God, the one who deserves praise. Prayer be upon our lord,

the one who was sent, God’s messenger, MuAammad, and on his virtuous

kinsfolk and on his Companions (. . .)’19

This is the only passage in the manuscript from which the authorship
of the book can be determined. If one accepts these words as genuine,
one must conclude that this book was written by al-Ghaz:l; after the
completion of, or at least after he started work on, Tah:fut al-fal:sifa.
While in the Tah:fut, those teachings are gathered that are blameworthy
and may even lead to unbelief and apostasy from Islam, this book gathers
the sum (jumla) of what is contained in the books of the philosophers.
The passage makes no claim as to how the author positions himself
towards these teachings. The author says explicitly that this book is just
a bare report (mujarrad Aik:ya)20 and refers the reader to his legal
assessment of the fal:sifa’s teachings at the end of Tah:fut al-fal:sifa.21

19 MS London, British Library Or. 3126, fos. 284b.9–285a.7.
20 Similar language is used by al-Ghaz:l; in his Tah:fut al-fal:sifa, 6.5–9 when

he refers to the passages in that book where he reports the fal:sifa’s teachings:
‘I took it upon myself to write this book in refutation of the (. . .) philosophers
(. . .) with a report of their teachings as it actually is (ma6a Aik:yat madhhabihim
6al: wajhih).’ In his autobiography al-Munqidh min al-Dal:l / Erreur et
délivrance, ed. and trans. into French by Farid Jabre, (Beirut: Commission
Libanaise pour la Traduction des Chefs-d’Oeuvre, 3rd edn., 1969), 18.10–14,
al-Ghaz:l; describes his alleged independent study of philosophy through their
books as mujarrad al-mu3:la6a.

21 al-Ghaz:l;, Tah:fut, 376 f.
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At the beginning of this passage he repeats the condemnation of three of
the teachings of the fal:sifa: denial of bodily resurrection, pre-eternity
of the world, and denial of God’s knowledge of particulars. There is no
reason to assume the gathering of such teachings from the books of the
philosophers also means an endorsement of them. Indeed, the reference
to the condemnation expressed in Tah:fut al-fal:sifa implicitly denies
such an endorsement.

Regarding the proof for God’s existence and His unity, however, there
is an endorsement expressed in this passage. The author says about the
fal:sifa: ‘we do not oppose them (. . .). In fact, in this case we support
them.’ The reference is to Ibn S;n:’s proof of God’s existence as the being
necessary by virtue of itself (w:jib al-wuj �ud bi-dh:tihi).22 But the author
does oppose the fal:sifa regarding God’s attributes, particularly that of
God as creator, meaning creator ex nihilo.

The book does not present itself as an introduction to the study of
metaphysics in the way that Maq:Bid al-fal:sifa is. In the preface to the
Maq:Bid, al-Ghaz:l; writes that one should not attempt to refute any
school of thought (madhhab) before one has completely grasped its
teachings.

Therefore I chose to set a concise but complete treatment (kal:man waj;zan

mushtamalan) on the report (Aik:ya) of [the fal:sifa’s] intentions within the

sciences of logic, the natural sciences, and metaphysics before the explanation of

their collapse (tah:fut). [This treatment] does not distinguish between what is the

truth within their teachings and what is false.23

The ‘explanation of their collapse’ is al-Ghaz:l;’s own Tah:fut
al-fal:sifa. Thus the writing of Maq:Bid al-fal:sifa stands in direct
relation to the goal of giving students an introduction to the fal:sifa’s
teachings that would enable them to follow the line of argument in
the Tah:fut. Note, however, that this statement and others in the
introduction and the concluding remarks (kh:tima) of the Maq:Bid
provide no clue that enables us to date the text.24 These remarks state the

22 Ibn S;n:, al-Shif:8, al-Il:hiyy:t, G. C. Anawati and Sa6;d Z:yid (eds.),
2 vols. (Cairo: al-Hay8a al-2mma li-Shu8 �un al-Ma3:bi6 al-Am;riyya, 1960),
34 ff.; Kit:b al-Naj:t, ed. M. 4abr; al-Kurd; (Cairo: Ma3ba6at al-Sa6:da, 2nd
edn., 1938), 235 ff.; id. al-Ish:r:t wa-l-tanb;h:t, ed. J. Forget (Leiden: Brill,
1892), 140ff. On this proof, see Toby Mayer, ‘Ibn S;n:’s ‘Burh:n al-4idd;q;n’’ in
Journal of Islamic Studies 12.1 (2001):18–39, and Herbert A. Davidson, Proofs
for Eternity, Creation and the Existence of God in Medieval Islamic and Jewish
Philosophy (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987), 281 ff.

23 al-Ghaz:l;, Maq:Bid al-fal:sifa, 1: 2.9 f.
24 Ibid. 1:3.13; 3:77.
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purpose of the composition and say when the book should be studied,
i.e. before Tah:fut al-fal:sifa. The fact that the Maq:Bid refers explicitly
to the Tah:fut while the Tah:fut refers to many of al-Ghaz:l;’s books
but not to the Maq:Bid suggests prima facie that the Maq:Bid was
written after the Tah:fut. Since motifs and metaphors in the introduction
of the Maq:Bid appear in like manner in al-Ghaz:l;’s autobiography
al-Munqidh min al-@al:l (‘The Deliverer from Error’)—which was
written around 501/1107—one might even suggest that the composition
of the Maq:Bid belongs to this late period.25

From the words in the introduction and kh:tima of the Maq:Bid,
Bouyges (and others before him) assumed that the writing of Maq:Bid
al-fal:sifa immediately preceded the work on Tah:fut al-fal:sifa.26 From
a note in MS Istanbul, Fatih 2921, Bouyges concluded that al-Ghaz:l;
finished working on Tah:fut al-fal:sifa on 11 MuAarram 488/21 January
1095.27 It was assumed that the Maq:Bid had been written in the months
or years before. This has always been the standard account.28 A critical
comparison reveals, however, that the two texts use different terminol-
ogy and that the teachings presented in the Maq:Bid are not in line with
those reported and criticized in the Tah:fut.29 Ibn Rushd already
complained about this discrepancy.30 The Maq:Bid does not offer
adequate assistance to students looking to understand al-Ghaz:l;’s
Tah:fut. The Maq:Bid’s reports of philosophical teachings show no
evidence of being composed in the perspective of the Tah:fut. This
enabled Erwin Gräf and Jules Janssens to suggest that the Maq:Bid was

25 Ibid. 1:2: ‘[To develop] the position that the teachings [of the fal:sifa] are
false before one has completely understood them is impossible. It is a throw into
darkness and error.’ Cf. al-Ghaz:l;, al-Munqidh, 18: ‘I learned that a refutation
of the teachings [of the fal:sifa] before one has understood them and studied
them in their entirety is a throw into darkness.’

26 Bouyges, Essai de chronologie, 23 f.
27 Ibid. 23. Cf. al-Ghaz:l;, Tah:fut, p. ix.
28 Badaw;, Mu8allaf:t, 53 ff.; George F. Hourani, ‘The Chronology of

Ghaz:l;’s Writings’, in JAOS 79 (1959): 225–33, at 227, and id. ‘A Revised
Chronology of Ghaz:l;’s Writings’, in JAOS 104 (1984): 289–302, at 292 f. For
a more recent account, see Gerhard Böwering’s article on al-Ghaz:l;’s life in
Encyclopaedia Iranica, ed. Ehsan Yarshater (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul,
1982–), x. 358–63.

29 Jules Janssens, ‘Al-Ghazz:l; and his Use of Avicennian Texts,’ in Problems
in Arabic Philosophy, ed. Miklós Maróth (Piliscaba [Hungary]: Avicenna
Institute of Middle East Studies, 2003, 37–49), at 43–5; id. ‘Al-Ghazz:l;’s
Tah:fut: Is it Really a Rejection of Ibn S;n:’s Philosophy?’ Journal of Islamic
Studies 12 (2001):1–17, at 11.

30 Ibn Rushd, Tah:fut al-Tah:fut, ed. Maurice Bouyges (Beirut: D:r
al-Mashreq, 2nd edn., 1987), 391.14 f.
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written many years before the Tah:fut ‘by the young al- _Gazz:l; in his
student days’, who ‘was probably an adept of the (Avicennian inspired)
falsafa-school of his time’.31 Gräf and Janssens assume that the
introduction and the kh:tima were added later to the main text of the
Maq:Bid. This is indeed an interesting suggestion. It introduces a new
motif in al-Ghaz:l;’s struggle with falsafa—a period in his life in which
he was a devoted follower of it. There is, however, little evidence for such
a period in al-Ghaz:l;’s life. Neither he himself nor his biographers refer
to it. Also, Gräf’s and Janssens’s suggestion does not explain the
difference of terminology in the two books, nor al-Ghaz:l;’s failure to
mention the Maq:Bid in his Tah:fut. These are in my view indications
that the Maq:Bid was written after the Tah:fut. Al-Ghaz:l; felt that
some of his readers were unprepared for study of the Tah:fut.32 An
early response to this situation was Mi6y:r al-6ilm, whose function as
preparatory to the study of the Tah:fut is spelled out.33 Later, al-Ghaz:l;
might have felt the need for an additional and/or different kind of
preparation. He responded with the Maq:Bid, which is mostly an
adaptation of one of Ibn S;n:’s Persian introductory books. This meant
to present a slightly different terminology and it did not introduce
exactly the same teachings that he had earlier reported and criticized
in the Tah:fut. Still al-Ghaz:l;—or his workshop—composed it as
preparatory to the Tah:fut and the success of Maq:Bid al-fal:sifa in
Arabic, Hebrew, and Latin literature shows that there was indeed a need
for such a book.34

31 Janssens, ‘Al-Ghazz:l; and his Use of Avicennian Texts’, 48. Cf. Erwin Gräf
in a book review in ZDMG 110 (1961), p. 163: ‘Aus all diesen Beobachtungen
geht hervor, daß die Maq:Bid nicht als philosophische Propädeutik zum Tah:fut
konzipiert worden sind. Sie stammen wohl sicher von _Gazz:l;, aber aus der Zeit
seines Philosophiestudiums, in der ihm dessen Fruchtlosigkeit noch nicht
aufgegangen war . . ..’

32 Cf. al-Ghaz:l;, Tah:fut, 17.2 f.
33 al-Ghaz:l;, Mi6y:r al-6ilm, 26.7 ff.: ‘[In the Tah:fut] we dispute with the

fal:sifa in their language and we address them according to their terminology
that they agreed upon in logics. In this book [sc. Mi6y:r al-6ilm] the meaning of
that terminology will be explained.’

34 Recently Nasrollah Pourjavadi discovered a version of al-Ghaz:l;’s Kit:b
al-Ma@n �un bihi 6al: ghayri ahlih in which the teachings of Maq:Bid al-fal:sifa
are presented as being those of al-Ghaz:l; himself. The significance of this finding
still needs to be explored. Cf. NaBrallah P �urjav:d;, Majm �u6a-i falsaf;-yi
Mar:gha: A Philosophical Anthology from Maragha, Facsimile Edition with
Introduction in Persian and English (Tehran: Markaz-i Nashr-i D:nishg:h,
1380/2002).
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The treatment of the fal:sifa’s teachings in al-Ghaz:l;’s Maq:Bid
al-fal:sifa is based on the parts of logic, metaphysics, and the natural
sciences in Ibn S;n:’s (Avicenna, d. 429/1037) Persian book D:nish-
n:meh-yi 6Al:8; , a work that comprises all the philosophical sciences.35

In his Maq:Bid al-fal:sifa, al-Ghaz:l; follows closely the order of
treatment of Ibn S;n:’s Persian book, translates key passages from
Persian into Arabic, leaves out other passages and doctrines, and inserts
his own additions to Ibn S;n:’s text.36 In comparison to Maq:Bid
al-fal:sifa, the text of MS London only deals with metaphysics. At
the same time it is about one and a half times as long as Maq:Bid
al-fal:sifa.37 The aim of the London MS may have been to replace the
philosophical textbooks on metaphysics rather than to provide an
introduction to their teachings. In its report of the teachings of the
fal:sifa on ontology and theological metaphysics it is immediately based
on Arabic works by Ibn S;n: and al-F:r:b; (d. 339/950). Rieu noted
‘that a considerable portion of the last Mak:lah is textually borrowed
from the Ish:r:t by Ibn S;n:.’38 This is, in fact, true for the whole text
of MS London Or. 3126, nor is Ibn S;n:’s al-Ish:r:t wa-l-tanb;h:t
(‘Pointers and Reminders’) the only source. The work is mostly a
compilation of quotes from books by Ibn S;n:, al-F:r:b;, and others.

The reliance of the London MS on writings of the fal:sifa is more
direct than the Maq:Bid’s dependence on Ibn S;n:’s D:nishn:meh.

35 On Ibn S;n:’s D:nishn:meh-yi 6Al:8; , see YaAy: Mahdav;, Fihris-i
nuskhah:-yi muBannaf:t-i Ibn-i S;n: (Tehran: Intish:r:t-i D:nishg:h-i Tehr:n,
1333/1954), 101–13. Only the three parts on logics, metaphysics, and natural
sciences were authored by Ibn S;n: and are edited: D:nishn:meh-yi 6Al:8; .
Ris:la-yi man3iq, ed. M. Mishk:t; Il:hiyy:t, ed. M. Mo6;n; Fab; 6iyy:t, ed.
M. Mishk:t (Tehran: Intishar:t-i Anjuman-i Ath:r-i Mill;, 1331–2 [1952–3]).

36 Jules Janssens ‘Le Dânesh-Nâmeh d’Ibn Sı̂nâ: un texte à revoir?’ in Bulletin
de Philosophie Médiévale 28 (1986): 163–77; id. ‘Al-Ghazz:l;, and His Use of
Avicennian Texts’, 43. Cf. Ghassan Ghanem Hana ‘Die Hochscholastik um eine
Autorität ärmer’ in Festschrift Hermann Heimpel (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck und
Ruprecht, 1972), 884–99, at 895. Marie Bernand’s critique of Janssens’s findings
in her article ‘Al-Ghaz:l;: Artisan de la Fusion des Systèmes de Pensée’ (Journal
Asiatique 278 (1990): 223–51, at 230 ff.) does not affect Janssens’s main
conclusion that the treatment of Maq:Bid al-fal:sifa is based on the
D:nishn:meh-yi 6Al:8; . Other sources are used as well: cf. Muhammad
Mizanur Rahman, ‘The Materials in the Works of al-F:r:b; and Ibn S;n: on
which the Metaphysical Section of al-Ghaz:l;’s Maq:Bid is Based’ (PhD thesis,
Edinburgh University, 1966).

37 Maq:Bid al-fal:sifa has about 5460 lines (273 pages� 20 lines) of text
in the edition of 4abr; al-Kurd;. The MS in London has about 8550 lines
(570 pages� 15 lines) of roughly equal length.

38 Rieu, Supplement, 496.
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This holds true throughout the whole work. The beginning of the
preserved text on fo. 2a would have been the sixth page of the original
book. The goal of the text on fo. 2a is to establish the notion of a
universal idea (kulliyya) and of the essence or quiddity (m:hiyya) of a
thing. These words, however, are not used at this stage. The text explains
that both Zayd and 6Amr have things in common that may be subsumed
under the universal of ins:niyya, ‘humanity’. This text is taken almost
word for word from the beginning of the third, i.e. the metaphysical,
part in Ibn S;n:’s al-Ish:r:t wa-l-tanb;h:t and pasted into our text.
Alterations are limited to the introduction of further examples and the
addition of a few explanatory sentences.

The text continues in the 2nd chapter on the ‘subject matter of this
science’ with excerpts of passages from the first chapter of Ibn S;n:’s
book on metaphysics from al-Shif:8. This is the famous chapter where
Ibn S;n: writes on the subject matter of metaphysics as opposed to what
it is able to achieve.39 Our book then continues in the 3rd chapter on the
benefit of this science and its place in the curriculum with further
quotations from Ibn S;n:’s Il:hiyy:t of al-Shif:8. In this passage, it finally
becomes clear what ‘this science’ is—although the original reader of this
MS may have known this from its original introduction. In a passage
taken from the Il:hiyy:t of Ibn S;n:, MS London informs its reader that
the name of ‘this science’ is ‘metaphysics’ (m: ba6da l-3ab; 6a) or, as the
author also calls it (in a phrase not literally taken from Ibn S;n: but
inspired by his terminology) ‘the divine science’, al-6ilm al-il:h; .40

The entire First Maq:la of this book consists of quotations from either
Ibn S;n:’s al-Ish:r:t wa-l-tanb;h:t—at the beginning of the book—or,
where matters become more technical, from the metaphysics of al-Shif:8.
The following list represents the sequence of passages from books by Ibn
S;n: pasted together in the introduction and the opening two chapters of
the MS (fos. 2a–11b):

Introduction (beginning is missing) (fos. 2a.1–3b.1)

– al-Ish:r:t, p. 138.8–20.
– al-Ish:r:t, p. 139.1–4.

39 For an analysis of the chapter in Ibn S;n:, see Amos Bertolacci, ‘The
Structure of Metaphysical Science in the Il:hiyy:t (Divine Science) of Avicenna’s
Kit:b al-S̆if:8 (Book of the Cure)’, Documenti e studi sulla tradizione filosofica
medievale 13 (2002): 1–69, 5 ff.

40 MS London, British Library Or. 3126, fo. 11a. The passage mentioning
m: ba6da l-3ab; 6a is taken from Ibn S;n:, al-Shif:8, al-Il:hiyy:t, 21 f. Earlier
on fo. 7a, the text had already mentioned the definition of al-6ilm al-il:h; , and
this passage is taken from al-Il:hiyy:t, 15.
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– an original explanation (fo. 2a.3–9) drawn from the fact that an
individual hand is different from ‘hand’ as a concept of all hands.

– al-Ish:r:t, p. 139.5–10 (includes an additional example from the fact
that the meaning of a written text cannot be found in the material
shape of the written letters).41

– an original explanation (fos. 2a.14–3a.4) illustrating that aesthetic
and normative judgements are not ‘in materiality’ (bi-l-m:ddiyya).

– an original faBl (fos. 3a.5–4a.1) comparing different kinds of proofs
for the existence of God (translated below).

‘The first Maq:la on the principles and the premises’ (fo. 3b.2–15)

– a summary account of this first Maq:la.

‘The first Chapter (b:b) on the subject matter (maw@ �u6) of this science’
(fos. 4a.1–10a.11)

– introductory sentence: The subject matter of this science is either the
existence (anniyya) of God or the remote causes for all being as such.

– al-Shif:8, al-Il:hiyy:t, I.1, p. 5.18–6.12.
– al-Shif:8, al-Il:hiyy:t, I.1, p. 7.14–8.11.
– al-Shif:8, al-Il:hiyy:t, I.1, p. 8.18–9.10.
– al-Naj:t, p. 198.13–199.7.
– al-Naj:t, p. 199.10–11.
– a passage loosely adapted from the beginning of al-Shif:8,

al-Il:hiyy:t, I.4, p. 25.
– al-Shif:8, al-Il:hiyy:t, I.2, p. 14.8–10.
– al-Shif:8, al-Il:hiyy:t, I.2, p. 14.14–15.8.
– al-Shif:8, al-Il:hiyy:t, I.2, p. 15.9–13.
– al-Shif:8, al-Il:hiyy:t, I.2, p. 15.16–16.11.
– an original faBl (fos. 7b.9–8b.3) explaining:

1. that existence is not a genus of essence,
2. that knowledge about a substance (jawhar) is distinct from knowl-

edge of the existence of the substance.

41 Al-Ghaz:l; uses a similar example in his IAy:8 6ul �um al-d;n, 16 vols. (Cairo:
Lajnat Nashr al-Thaq:fa al-Isl:miyya: 1356–1358 [1937–8]), viii. 14 f. (XXI.4).
‘If humans did not have in their primordial nature (fi3ra) the knowledge by which
they know, for instance, what is impossible and possible by itself, they would be,
in regard to the sciences, like one writing (k:tib), who knows only that he needs
ink, pen, and paper but who (even with those implements) would still not know
how to write.’
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– a second original faBl (fos. 8b.4–9a.2) explaining that unity and
variety do not reside in the substances or accidents, but are rather
concomitants of the essences.

– a faBl adapted from a chapter in al-Naj:t, p. 223f., and parallel to
Mi6y:r al-6ilm p. 218f.

‘The second Maq:la on the benefits of this science, its place in the
curriculum, and its name’ (fos. 10a.12–11b.4)

– al-Shif:8, I.3, p. 17.4–9, 18.14–16.
– al-Shif:8, al-Il:hiyy:t, I.3, p. 19.1–8.
– al-Shif:8, al-Il:hiyy:t, I.3, p. 21.2–8.
– al-Shif:8, al-Il:hiyy:t, I.3, p. 21.9–11.
– al-Shif:8, al-Il:hiyy:t, I.3, p. 21.12–22.3.

The list illustrates that the units of texts pasted together are often very
short, sometimes no longer than a single sentence and that they come
from various sources among Ibn S;n:’s writings.42 Much care has gone
into the selection and combination of passages of text from Ibn S;n:.

The book continues, in the Second Maq:la, by explaining the
10 Aristotelian categories and how they are connected to being. Here,
the ontological difference between a substance (jawhar) and an accident
(6ara@) is explained on several levels. After having dealt with the subject
of the categories, the book switches to a discussion of the three modes
of propositions in modal logic: necessary, contingent, and impossible.
As in the case of the 10 categories, the book applies these logical tools to
the science of being. It establishes the Avicennan matrix of the division
of being into necessary and contingent and ‘by itself’ (bi-dh:tihi) and
‘by something other than it’ (bi-ghayrihi). This leads into a discussion
of the necessary being by virtue of itself (w:jib al-wuj �ud bi-dh:tihi),
i.e. of God and of His attributes (Bif:t). The systematic progression in
this manuscript from the individual being to God is complemented by the
Seventh Maq:la, which makes use of the previous systematic treatment
of metaphysics for the explanation of questions that are related to the
study of metaphysics such as cosmology and prophecy.

While the segments of texts combined in the first Maq:la are quite
short, the texts combined in the seventh and last Maq:la tend to be
significantly longer. The first two chapters in the Seventh Maq:la are
almost as meticulously composed as in the First Maq:la. Starting with

42 If texts are described as taken or adapted from al-Naj:t then this passage
has no direct parallel in the Il:hiyy:t of Ibn S;n:.
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the third chapter the author has chosen larger passages of often five to
ten pages and collated them wholesale into his book. Here, the division
in chapters (abw:b) largely follows the division of the chapters copied
from the books of Ibn S;n:, al-F:r:b;, and Miskawayh (d. 421/1030).
The table of concordances for the Seventh Maq:la is as follows:

Seventh Maq:la: ‘On what is consequential from this book (f; law:Aiq
al-kit:b)’

Chapter Corresponds to philosophical
text

1) ‘Explaining the formation of elements
from the first things’ fos. 233b–237b

al-Shif:8, al-Il:hiyy:t, IX. 5,
410.4–412.ult. (= al-Naj:t ,
280.22–282.paenult.)

The second part of this chapter (fos.
236a.peanult.–237b.5) is an original faBl
arguing that things that come into being do
so by virtue of an active faculty or a passive
one and that the will (ir:da) of humans is
caused by inner perception (taBawwur).

End of chapter (fos. 237a.5–13) al-Shif:8, al-Il:hiyy:t, X.1,
437.6–13

2) ‘On divine providence’ fos. 237b–240a al-Ish:r:t, 185.11–16, al-Shif:8,
al-Il:hiyy:t IX.6, 415.1–3

Contains an original passage (fos. 238a.8–
238b.9) on the fact that the perfect dis-
positions of nature point towards divine
providence and the fact that prophecy and
its legislation is part of this providence.

Rest of the chapter al-Ish:r:t, 185.paenult.–186.13
al-Ish:r:t, 187.4–17

3) ‘Explaining the arrangement and the
order’ fos. 240a–247a

al-Shif:8, al-Il:hiyy:t, X.1,
435f. al-F:r:b;, al-Siy:sa
al-madaniyya,43 31–8.

4) ‘Explaining the degrees of existent
things’ fos. 247a–52b

Miskawayh, al-Fawz,44 111–18

5) ‘On the fact that the intellect is by nature
a king who is obeyed’ fos. 252b–53b

Miskawayh, al-Fawz, 130–3

43 al-F:r:b;, al-Siy:sa al-madaniyya, ed. Fawz; M. Najj:r (Beirut: Imprimerie
Catholique, 1964).

44 Miskawayh, Kit:b al-Fawz al-aBghar, ed. 4:liA 6U@ayma with French
translation and notes by Roger Arnaldez (Tunis: D:r al-6Arabiyya li-l-Kit:b,
1987). I am grateful to Muhammad Afifi al-Akiti of Oxford University for
identifying the reference to Miskawayh and his book.
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6) ‘On truthful dreams and the fact that
they are a part of prophecy’ fos. 253b–55a

Miskawayh, al-Fawz, 133–5

7) ‘On Magnificence and Happiness’
fos. 255a–63b

al-Shif:8, al-Il:hiyy:t, IX, 7,
423–5, 428f. (= AAw:l
an-nafs,45 127–30, 133f.)

8) ‘On the admonition of the intellectual
pleasures’ fos. 263b–68a

al-Ish:r:t wa-l-tanb;h:t, 190–8

9) ‘On the stations of those who know’
fos. 268a–73a

al-Ish:r:t wa-l-tanb;h:t,
198–207

10) ‘On the secrets of signs’ fos. 273a–84b al-Ish:r:t wa-l-tanb;h:t,
207–22

The last three chapters of the Seventh Maq:la of MS London are
almost literally identical to the last three chapters of Ibn S;n:’s al-Ish:r:t
wa-l-tanb;h:t.46 One must say ‘almost’ because our author makes
deliberate changes to the text. He changes, for instances, the order in
which particular subjects are treated, leaves out passages that he might
not deem important, or introduces additional examples. He is also
inclined to make Ibn S;n:’s philosophical language more accessible by
restructuring sentences or transforming the terminology to expressions
that are morphologically more appealing in Arabic than Ibn S;n:’s. All
this, however, remains still close to the text of Ibn S;n: and in no way
alters his teachings.

One purpose of the chart is to indicate which passages in MS London
are original and not simply copied from the works of the fal:sifa. These
passages give additional examples or illustrations, or they summarize the
content of a Maq:la. The most remarkable passages are those that report
philosophical teachings and combine the report with an analysis. The
first Maq:la, for instance, contains an interesting comment on types of
proofs for God’s existence. Here, the author compares the benefits of two
different types of such proofs. The passage juxtaposes the kinematic
proof of God as the prime mover known from Book XII of Aristotle’s

45 Ibn S;n:, AAw:l al-nafs, ed. A. F. Ahw:n; (Cairo: 6�Is: al-B:b; al-Ealab;,
1952). This chapter is also incorporated into one of al-Ghaz:l;’s text: Ma6:rij
al-Quds f; mad:rij ma6rifat al-nafs, ed. M. 4abr; al-Kurd; (Cairo: Ma3ba6at
al-Sa6:da, 1346/1927), 167–77.

46 Note, however, that the author changes the titles of the nim:3 when
he moves them into his book. What in Ibn S;n: is the chapter ‘On Magnificence
and Happiness’ (F; l-bahja wa-l-sa6:da) becomes ‘On the Admonition of
the Intellectual Pleasures’ (F; tanb;h 6al: l-ladhdh:t al-6aqliyya) while the
title ‘On Magnificence and Happiness’ in the London book is moved to
the chapter right before this, representing the text of al-Il:hiyy:t IX.7 ‘On the
Return’ (F; l-ma6:d).
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Metaphysics47 with Ibn S;n:’s proofs of God as the necessary existent
(w:jib al-wuj �ud) by virtue of itself. The passage reads in English
translation:

Section: Know that a group amongst the elders (mutaqaddim �un) argued by way

of the contingent for (the existence of) the necessary and by way of the effect for

(the existence of) the cause. They started with composite beings. They analysed

them and ascended from there to the elementary things (bas:8i3). They proved

demonstrably that there is nothing that moves without (being moved) by a mover

until they ended at a mover who does not move (himself). He is the first mover.

The more recent ones (muta8akhkhir �un) argued by way of the creator for (the

existence of) His created beings. They began with the elementary beings then

climbed up from them and discovered the necessity of the creator’s existence

from His existence itself. Once they had established this, they established (the

existence of) contingent beings through it. They said: ‘This way to argue is more

reliable and nobler, because if we consider the state of being, [we find that] the

absolute being (wuj �ud mu3laq) inasmuch as it is existence, bears witness to Him.

So we had no need for the ascent from low to high, because the closest (awl:)

thing [to mind] is giving evidence to the created things by way of their Creator

and not giving evidence to Him by way of the created things.’ This is all good,

but the second [method] is better. And everything that this science says about this

is presented in seven Maq:l:t.48

Although this passage contains a quote from Ibn S;n:’s al-Ish:r:t wa-l-
tanb;h:t49 it is an original piece of writing by the author of our text.
It presents the matter from the point of view of the fal:sifa and our
author may or may not agree with this report.

The division of the seven Maq:l:t is apparent from the table
of contents of the MS London, Or. 3126 (Appendix I, below).
The technique of ‘cutting and pasting’, mainly from books like Ibn
S;n:’s al-Ish:r:t wa-l-tanb;h:t or the metaphysics of al-Shif:8, is used
throughout the work.

47 Aristotle, Metaphysics XII.7, 1072a 19ff. From the necessity of every
movement being the effect of a mover, Aristotle argues that, since there are
evidently movements and thus movers in the world, there must be somebody or
something that has caused the very first movement.

48 MS London, British Library Or. 3126, fos. 3a f.
49 The brief passage in quotation marks contains a sentence from Ibn S;n:,

al-Ish:r:t wa-l-tanb;h:t, 146.15–17: ‘This mode, however, is more reliable and
nobler, that is, when we consider the state of existence, we find that existence
inasmuch at it is existence, bears witness to Him.’ English translation by Michael
E. Marmura in Encyclopeadia Iranica, iii. 77. The author of the MS in London
replaced ‘existence’ with ‘absolute existence’, which is still within the bounds of
Avicennan terminology. This kind of clarification/interpretation can often be
found in the text.
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REFERENCES TO OTHER TEXTS
WITHIN THIS BOOK

There is good reason to assume that the author of the text explains his
excerpts from and extensive references to the books of Ibn S;n:, al-F:r:b;
and other authors in the lost part of the introduction. The available text
makes no particular effort to make the literal relationship between this
book and the works of the fal:sifa evident. Only in a small number of
passages does the author explicitly mention his sources and the fact that
he adapted them for the purpose of his book. I am aware of two such
passages, both from the seventh Maq:la. At the beginning of the second
section (faBl) of the third chapter (b:b), the author says that the
treatment in chapter three of the seventh Maq:la (fos. 240–47) is
adapted from a ris:la by al-F:r:b; on the ‘knowledge of the arrangement
and the order’ (ma6rifat al-tart;b wa-l-niC:m).50 The text that follows is
indeed a long verbatim quote from al-F:r:b;’s al-Siy:sa al-madaniyya.51

At the end of this chapter, the author of MS London states that the
subject dealt with in this passage, namely the orderly progression
of being from the First Principle, is treated in a way that follows the
procession from the high to the low:

This (that you just read) is the knowledge of the arrangement and the order

(tart;b wa-l-niC:m) when you start with the elementary [¼ celestial] beings

and then move (towards the composed beings). And if you wish to start with

the composed beings and then move beyond them towards the elementary

[¼ celestial] beings, the method for this is what Ibn Miskawayh mentions in his

book on The Accomplishment (Kit:b al-Fawz [al-aBghar]). We singled it out

according to what it is, so listen to it.’52

The following three chapters in the seventh Maq:la are taken from the
section on prophecy in Miskawayh’s al-Fawz al-aBghar. These three
chapters are particularly rich in references to other books. The references
are not to specific titles, but rather to standard philosophical textbooks.
Once a subject matter is mentioned, Miskawayh informs the readers
that this subject is also treated in, for instance, ‘books on astronomy’

50 MS London, British Library Or. 3126, fo. 241a.2.
51 The text from the start of fo. 241a.2 till the end of the chapter on fo. 247a.9

is taken from al-F:r:b;, al-Siy:sa al-madaniyya, 31–8. (The Farabian text has
been translated—but not published—by Thérèse-Anne Druart. I am grateful to
her for making her translation available to me.)

52 MS London, British Library Or. 3126, fo. 247a.9–12. The verb in the
last sentence is afradn:hu, which also appears on fo. 253a.2¼Miskawayh, Kit:b
al-Fawz al-aBghar, 132.2.
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(kutub al-hay8a) or a book that treats ‘physics’ (kit:b al-sam:6
al-3ab; 6; ).53 These references are faithfully copied into our book.54

The most striking of the references is at the beginning of the sixth chapter
in the seventh Maq:la, ‘On truthful dreams and the fact that they are a
part of prophecy’. The original passage in Miskawayh reads as follows:

It is not at all impossible to claim that the truthful dream (al-man:m al-B:diq) is a

part of prophecy as we have explained in our preceding treatment of the soul and

its essential movements, namely that we have explained what dreams are and

what is their cause.55

After ‘as we have explained in our preceding treatment of the soul’
(mimm: sharaAn: min amr al-nafs f; -m: salaf ), the text of MS London
adds the phrase ‘in the book on the soul’ (f; kit:b al-nafs).56 The addition
is not reported to exist in any of the manuscript sources of al-Fawz al-
aBghar used by 4:liA 6U@ayma for his 1987 semi-critical edition. Adding
‘in the book on the soul’ makes the reference much more specific and
suggests that there is a particular work with the title Book on the Soul
that the reader of this book—i.e. MS London, Or. 3126—has already
studied. It might then be understood as a reference to a Book on the Soul
by al-Ghaz:l;. It is more likely, however, that the sentence is a part of
Miskawayh’s original text, despite the fact that it does not appear in any
of the MSS used by 6U@ayma for his edition of al-Fawz al-aBghar. In the
London MS it is an atavism which has been carelessly copied from
Miskawayh’s original texts where it had a proper function. This function
expired once it was copied into the text of MS London, Or. 3126.
The passages from Miskawayh also contain a relatively large number
of self-references to the author (‘we have done so and so’) where the
‘we’ clearly refers to Miskawayh and not to the author of the text in
MS London. This may be one of the reasons why the author chose to go
out of his way and explicitly mention his source when he starts copying
from Miskawayh.

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE BOOK AND
ASCRIPTION TO AL-GHAZ2L �I

The book preserved in MS London, Or. 3126 is an accomplished
anthology of philosophical texts dealing with metaphysics that reveals its

53 Miskawayh, K. al-Fawz al-aBghar, 112.7–10.
54 MS London, British Library Or. 3126, fo. 248a.3–7.
55 Miskawayh, K. al-Fawz al-aBghar, 133.3–5.
56 MS London, British Library Or. 3126, fo. 253bpaenult.
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character of being a compilation in only very few instances. The author
has made a careful selection of a great number of passages from various
metaphysical works of philosophical authors. Writing and compiling
this book required a significant degree of expertise and familiarity with
the works of the fal:sifa. It also required expert decisions about which
parts of these books were to be selected, which omitted, and how the
texts can be adapted by, for instance, slightly changing the terminology.
The proficiency required to write and compile the text of MS London
is similar to that developed by al-Ghaz:l; during the work on his Tah:fut
al-fal:sifa.

The book covers subjects that are extensively discussed in the Tah:fut.
One of these subjects is causality, which is dealt with in the famous 17th
discussion of the Tah:fut.57 In our book, causality is treated in the
three last chapters in the fourth Maq:la. These chapters are longer than
most others and together make up 101 pages (fos. 121a–71b) or almost
20% of the text of the MS. Other chapters cover subjects rarely dealt
with in books of Aristotelian philosophy or in kal:m but known to have
attracted the attention of al-Ghaz:l; in other works of his. Chapter 5
in the seventh Maq:la, for instance, is taken from Miskawayh’s Kit:b
al-Fawz al-aBghar and explains that the intellect is by its nature like
a ‘king’ that is obeyed (mu3:6).58 Readers of al-Ghaz:l; are familiar
with this motif from his IAy:8 6ul �um al-d;n, for instance, where he
laments the desire of the human nafs to be obeyed rather than to serve.59

In an enigmatic passage in his Mishk:t al-anw:r, al-Ghaz:l; implies that

57 al-Ghaz:l;, Tah:fut, 277–96.
58 MS London, British Library Or. 3126, fos. 252b–53b: al-B:b al-kh:mis f;

anna l-6aql malik mu3:6 bi-l-3ab6 (Chapter five on the fact that the intellect is
by nature a king who is obeyed) ¼Miskawayh, K. al-Fawz al-aBghar, 130–3.
The text contains a pun since the word malik (‘king’)—the reading natural in the
context of the chapter—could also be read as malak (‘angel’), which alludes to
the philosophical view that the human intellect aims to fulfil its entelechy and
become close to the celestial intellects. The chapter likens the intellect to a king
who rules over a city (mad;na). This teaching is referred to by al-Ghaz:l; in his
Mi6y:r al-6ilm, 218.17: ‘and among [the several types of divisions] is what is
grouped according to its relation; like when we say that the relation of a king
to the city and the relation of the intellect to the soul are one and the same’.
This sentence in al-Ghaz:l;’s Mi6y:r al-6ilm is a direct quote from Ibn S;n:,
al-Naj:t, 223.ult.

59 al-Ghaz:l;, IAy:8 6ul �um al-d;n, ix. 11 f. (XXI.3) where the relationship of
the human soul (nafs) and the intellect (6aql) to the human body is compared to a
king residing over a city (mad;na) or IAy:8, viii. 48 (XXXII.6.1): ‘Perseverance
(Babr) is difficult for those who aim to perform pious deeds (al-3:6a), because
the nafs by its very nature (bi-3ab6ih:) has an aversion towards servanthood
(6ub �udiyya) and craves lordship (rub �ubiyya).’
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creation is due to an intellect that is distinct from God and that this
intellect is ‘the one who is obeyed’ (mu3:6).60

While these are clear indications for al-Ghaz:l;’s authorship of the
book, an ascription to him would be difficult to uphold if the book
preserved in MS London, Or. 3126 consisted exclusively of almost
literal quotations from the books of fal:sifa. A number of highly
educated philosophical scholars could have compiled such a book from
the existing writings of the fal:sifa, added the kh:tima that mentions
Tah:fut al-fal:sifa, and aimed to pass it on the book market as a
genuine work of al-Ghaz:l;. Fortunately, the book is not exclusively
a compilation from the works of Ibn S;n: and al-F:r:b;. It contains
some extensive and important passages that cannot be found in previous
philosophical literature. These passages are original compositions
by the author and are key to determining the authorship of this text.
In the following we will compare one particular chapter in the
manuscript London, Or. 3126 with a chapter in one of al-Ghaz:l;’s
established books in order to demonstrate that they were written by
the same author.

COMPARISON OF THE CHAPTERS ON
JAWHAR IN AL-GHAZ �IL �I’S MI 6Y2R AL-6ILM

AND MS LONDON, OR. 3126

The second Maq:la of the London manuscript deals with the issue of
the categories. This is a subject that is normally not included in
textbooks of metaphysics. Following Aristotle, this subject stands at the
beginning of the study of logic and is therefore included in the textbooks
covering the Categories (Kit:b al-Maq �ul:t). Although Ibn S;n: wrote a
Kit:b al-Maq �ul:t as part of the section on logics in al-Shif:8, he held that
a thorough exposition of the categories is not necessary for the study
of logic. For Ibn S;n:, studying how to define a thing and how definitions
are used in syllogisms teaches logic best. These two subjects do not
require a proper knowledge of the ten Aristotelian categories. According
to Ibn S;n:, disregarding the ten categories causes no harm in logic.
In fact, the subject of the ten categories belongs more properly to

60 al-Ghaz:l;, Mishk:t al-anw:r, ed. A. 6Izzat and F. Zak; al-Kurd; (Cairo:
Ma3ba6at al-4idq, 1322 [1904-05]), 55. Cf. Hermann Landolt, ‘Ghaz:l; and
‘Religionswissenschaft’: Some Notes on the Mishk:t al-anw:r’ in Asiatische
Studien: Zeitschrift der Schweizer Gesellschaft für Asienkunde 45 (1991): 19–72,
at 41, 49.
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metaphysics or to psychology.61 But even within these two fields, Ibn
S;n:’s treatment of the ten categories was quite negligent.

Al-Ghaz:l; followed Ibn S;n: in his opinion that the ten categories
should be studied in metaphysics rather than logic. This is evident from
his book Mi6y:r al-6ilm f; fann al-man3iq (The Touchstone of Knowledge
in the Art of Logic). Although the title of this book limits it to logics,
it also contains a basic treatment of subjects in philosophical metaphysics
at the end.62 Al-Ghaz:l; explains the prime divisions of existence (wuj �ud)
and here, within the context of Avicennan metaphysics, he includes the
division of being into the ten Aristotelian categories. The fact that the
categories are not treated systematically earlier in Mi6y:r al-6ilm where
he treats the logic of the fal:sifa but are found instead in the context
of the metaphysics at the end of that book reveals that al-Ghaz:l;
followed Ibn S;n:.

The author of the MS London shares the notion that the categories
should be dealt with in metaphysics since they represent one of the
prime divisions of being. The important division here is the one between
a substance (jawhar) and an accident (6ara@). Our author is even
more Avicennan than Ibn S;n: was, since here within the context
of metaphysics he treats each category one by one—something Ibn S;n:
apparently never did in his metaphysical writings. This forced our author
to go his own way in this Maq:la. He could not copy any of the works
of Ibn S;n:, since they don’t contain a thorough and at the same time
easy-to-understand treatment of the ten categories. Instead, he composes
his own text and explains the role of the ten categories for the study of
metaphysics.

In his presentation of the categories he still paraphrases texts by Ibn
S;n: where they are appropriate. He also uses al-F:r:b;’s treatment of
the ten categories in his logical writings, namely his Kit:b al-Maq �ul:t.
Al-F:r:b; represents the pre-Avicennan system where the ten categories
are dealt with in the Organon. Since al-F:r:b;’s text deals with the
categories in the context of logics, it is sometimes in need of significant
adaptation in order to fit into a book on metaphysics. Still, some
passages by al-F:r:b; are copied verbatim into this Maq:la. In general,
the writings of both Ibn S;n: and al-F:r:b;, which form the basis of this
Maq:la, are much less literally adapted than in other parts of this book.

61 Ibn S;n:, al-Shif:8, al-Man3iq, al-Maq �ul:t, ed. George Anawati, MuAammad
al-Khu@ayr; et al. (Cairo: al-Hay8a al-62mma li-Shu8 �un al-Ma3:bi6 al-Am;riyya,
1378/1959), 5–7. The passage is translated and analysed by Dimitri Gutas,
Avicenna and the Aristotelian Tradition (Leiden: Brill, 1988), 265 f.

62 al-Ghaz:l;, Mi6y:r al-6ilm, 199–222.
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This offers the opportunity to study how the author of this unknown text
actually writes.

The second Maq:la on the categories turns out to be very close to the
text of al-Ghaz:l;’s Mi6y:r al-6ilm f; fann al-man3iq. That work is—
according to its own statement—a textbook on logic that aims to fulfil
two goals at the same time. Its first goal is to teach correct methods of
thinking and of theological speculation and to give insight into the
syllogistic method and the way to argue through examples.63 The second
goal is to acquaint its readers with the technical language of the fal:sifa,
in order to prepare them for the study of Tah:fut al-fal:sifa where this
terminology is employed.64 Combining these two goals in one book
implies that al-Ghaz:l; was committed to the logical teachings of the
fal:sifa, a fact he readily admitted to in his autobiography.65 It has
already been said that Mi6y:r al-6ilm contains at its end a part on
metaphysics.66 Jules Janssens established that the text of the Mi6y:r
depends heavily on works by Ibn S;n: and al-F:r:b; and he listed the
sources al-Ghaz:l; used in writing the book.67 Like the text of the
manuscript preserved in London, Mi6y:r al-6ilm may be characterized
as a compilation based on philosophical texts. In its character as a
compilation, however, the Mi6y:r is much less literal than the book
preserved in MS London. It uses and paraphrases philosophical texts
rather than copying them literally. The text of Mi6y:r al-6ilm stands in
no apparent connection to al-Ghaz:l;’s Maq:Bid al-fal:sifa.68

63 Ibid. 25.1 ff.: ‘tafh;m 3uruq al-fikr wa-l-naCar wa-tanw;r mas:lik al-aqyisa
wa-l-6ibar.’

64 Ibid. 26.7 ff. The passage has been quoted earlier, n. 33 above.
65 al-Ghaz:l;, al-Munqidh min al-@al:l, 22.10–20. Cf. Michael E. Marmura:

‘Ghaz:l;’s Attitude to the Secular Sciences and Logic’, in Essays on Islamic
Philosophy and Science, ed. G. F. Hourani (Albany: SUNY Press, 1975), 100–11.

66 In his autobiography al-Ghaz:l; writes that metaphysics is the field of
philosophy where most of the errors of the fal:sifa occur and he singles out the
‘twenty teachings’ criticized in the Tah:fut (al-Munqidh min al-@al:l, 23.14 f.)
These and other comments still leave room for some metaphysical teachings
of the fal:sifa to be accepted by al-Ghaz:l;.

67 His lists have been of much value for our research. Jules Janssens,
‘Al-Ghazz:l;’s Mi6y:r al-6ilm f; fann al-man3iq: Sources Avicenniennes
et Farabiennes’, AHDLMA 69 (2002): 39–66; and id., ‘Al-Ghazz:l; and His
Use of Avicennian Texts’, 38–41.

68 Ghassan Ghanem Hana, ‘Zur Logik al- _Gaz:l;s’, in ZMDG Supplement II,
1974/ Vorträge des XVIII. Deutscher Orientalistentag L �ubeck 1972, 178–85,
at 182 claims that the metaphysical part of Mi6y:r al-6ilm is an epitome of
selected chapters from Maq:Bid al-fal:sifa / D:nishn:meh-yi 6Al:8; . Hana,
however, is wrong: there is no direct textual relation between Maq:Bid al-fal:sifa
and Mi6y:r al-6ilm.
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Even a superficial reading reveals that the manuscript of London
and Mi6y:r al-6ilm share some sentences almost verbatim. There are,
however, also differences that may allow us to determine that neither of
the two texts was simply copied from the other. In order to compare the
two texts, we have chosen the passages in the two books that explain the
nature of the substance (jawhar). The passages of the two books were
lumped together and divided into 11 parts. Each part or section was in
turn divided into ‘sentences’.69 Appendix II presents the result of this
analysis. The chart documents the 11 parts of the respective passages
devoted to explaining jawhar. The last column of the chart gives
information regarding the texts by Ibn S;n: and al-F:r:b; that have been
adapted or literally copied into our two texts. An equals (¼) in the chart
signals that these parts (i.e. 7, 9, 10, and 11) are literal quotations from
al-F:r:b;’s al-Maq �ul:t.

While there are certain differences between the book preserved in
London, Or. 3126 and Mi6y:r al-6ilm, the treatment of the ten
categories in both books is remarkably similar. The passages on jawhar
in Mi6y:r al-6ilm and in the London manuscript both begin with the
adaptation of a passage in Ibn S;n:’s al-Naj:t.70 The two texts are,
however, much closer to one another than to the text by Ibn S;n:. The text
in Mi6y:r al-6ilm (abbreviated as M) has 11 sentences while the London
manuscript (abbreviated as L) has 14. Every sentence in M has an
equivalent in L with the exception of sentence M 1.2 which is a reference
to a passage mentioned earlier in M. (The Arabic text of the two passages
analysed here is given in Appendix III, which also includes the Avicennan
text, from which the passages are adapted, and an English translation
of it.) The following lists contain a brief description (not a full, proper
translation) of the subject matter of the sentences in Mi6y:r al-6ilm and
the London manuscript. The table of correspondence is as follows:

M 1.1 ¼ L 1.1 existence divides into substances (jaw:hir) and accidents
(a6r:@).

M 1.2 ‘jawhar’ is equivocal, this has been explained earlier.
M 1.3 ¼ L 1.2 here, we talk about ‘jawhar’ as not subsisting in a subject.
M 1.4 ¼ L 1.3 ‘subject’ means subsisting in itself; examples: ‘human’,

‘body’, ‘colour’.
L 1.4 the human and the body are jaw:hir since they are not

subsisting in something else.
L 1.5 the ‘colour’ is an 6ara@ since it is subsisting in the human

and the body.

69 ‘Sentences’ here does not mean grammatical sentences in Arabic, but
distinct single propositions.

70 Ibn S;n:, al-Naj:t, 230 f.
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M 1.5 ¼ L 1.6 the essences of ‘human’ (and ‘body’) do not subsist in the
colour.

M 1.6 ¼ L 1.7 the colour subsists as an accident in a body after the
essence is established.

L 1.8 likewise warmth and coldness in water: they are accidents.
M 1.7 ¼ L 1.9 the form of ‘waterness’, which inheres within water, is the

jawhar.
M 1.8 ¼ L 1.10 when water changes into steam, its jawhar and not its 6ara@

changes.
M 1.9 ¼ L 1.11 if we are asked whether steam is water, we say that it is not.
(M 1.10) ¼ L 1.12 we regard the warmth and coldness of water as its

additional aspect (ziy:da).
L 1.13 by contrast, we don’t say that steam is an additional aspect

to water.
(M 1.11) ¼ L 1.14 steam is not just dispersed water because there is an

addition to the form of water.

Text M seems to have suffered severely during the transmission
process. This is evident from a comparison of the Arabic text at the end
of the passage where sentences M 1.10 and 1.11 are unintelligible in the
edited version of Mi6y:r al-6ilm and can only be reconstructed with
the help of L. The Mi6y:r is unfortunately not well edited.71 Manuscripts
of the text are rare and could not be consulted.72 Three sentences in L
(1.4, 1.5, 1.8) have no equivalent in M. While sentences L 1.4 and 1.5
are further clarifications of what has already been stated before, sentence
L 1.8 introduces warmth and coldness in water as examples of accidents.
This example is not to be found in the Avicennan text, which generally
doesn’t include many illustrations. Text M mentions the water’s warmth
and coldness later in sentence M 1.9. It is, however, lacking a clear
equivalent to L 1.8. Its introduction of warmth and coldness is therefore
quite abrupt and has no context. Text M would read much better if it had
a sentence like L 1.8 that properly introduces the idea of warmth and

71 MuAy; al-D;n 4abr; al-Kurd; prepared the editio princeps of Mi6y:r al-6ilm
in 1329/1911 (Cairo: Ma3ba6at Kurdist:n). He published a second edition in
1346/1927 (Cairo: al-Ma3ba6a al-6Arabiyya), which is the text referred to in
this paper. The Mi6y:r was later edited by Sulaym:n Duny: (Cairo: D:r
al-Ma6:rif, 1961) and by Eusayn Shar:ra (Beirut: D:r al-Andalus, 1964). These
new editions show no differences. Other editions have since come out but it
seems they are all ultimately based on 4abr; al-Kurd;’s text.

72 There are only five reported MSS of Mi6y:r al-6ilm: two are in Istanbul
(Ragfb PaZa, 912, and one in the Fatih collection), one in Fès (Qarawiyy;n
Mosque, 1318/4), one in Cairo (D:r al-Kutub al-MiBriyya, in Maj:mi6 Fal6at,
967), and one incomplete at Djakarta (Museum Pusat, Catalogue von Ronkel,
591) which lacks this passage. I was unable to consult the MSS in Istanbul, Fès,
and Cairo.
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coldness as accidents. Text M is apparently a reduced version of text L.
This kind of reduction may be due either to a corrupt manuscript
tradition or to the work of a common author of both books.

Appendix IV presents the Arabic text of part 3 of the section on
jawhar. This part provides further evidence for the assumption that M
is closely related to L. These passages are very loosely adapted from
al-F:r:b;’s al-Maq �ul:t. In this case, the two compared texts correspond
almost entirely:

M 3.1 ¼ L 3.1 The substance divides into two kinds: individual
and general.

M 3.2 ¼ L 3.2 The first kind is the individual substance like Zayd
and 6Amr.

M 3.3 ¼ L 3.3 The second kind is the universal substance like ‘human’,
‘animal’, etc.

M 3.4 ¼ L 3.4 A universal substance can be the predicate of an individual
one.

M 3.5 ¼ L 3.5 In these cases, the predicate is a substance, not an accident.
M 3.6 ¼ L 3.6 If the predicate is an accident it is not part of the essence of

the subject.
M 3.7 ¼ L 3.7 Therefore the subject of accidents cannot be defined by the

accident–predicate.
— ¼ L 3.8 The predication of accidents to substances cannot con-

stitute a definition.
M 3.8 ¼ L 3.9 If a universal substance is the predicate of an individual,

the universal substance is always part of the definition of
that individual substance.

M 3.9 ¼ L 3.10 Now, the difference between individual and universal
substance has become clear.

Despite the large degree of correspondence indicated in this chart, the
two texts still read quite differently. The sentences of text L are generally
longer and clearer than in M. Sentence 3.1 distinguishes in both texts
what Aristotle calls first and second substances. Here, they are called
‘individual substances’ and are introduced as follows:

M 3.1 The substance is divided into
that which is not in a subject and
which cannot (at the same time) be a
predicate and into that which is not
in a subject and which can be
predicated to a subject.

L 3.1 Know that substance divides into
two kinds. The first is that which is not
in a subject and what cannot (at the
same time) be a predicate to a subject.
The second is that which is not in a
subject except that it can be predicated
to a subject.

Both sentences teach the same. Sentence M 3.1 is, however,
significantly shorter. It is a reduced version of L 3.1. Sentence M 3.1
gives the impression of being the result of the attempt to strip L 3.1 of all
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syntactical elements that are not necessary for the understanding of that
sentence’s teaching. It is a more compact version of L 3.1, in fact almost
a skeleton of it. A similar impression of the relationship between M and
L is given by a comparison of the sentences 3.2:

M 3.2 The first is the individual
substance, such as Zayd
and 6Amr.

L. 3.2 That which is not in a subject and
what cannot be predicated to a subject are
the individual substances such as Zayd,
and 6Amr, and ‘this particular body’.

And of sentences 3.3:

M 3.3 The second are the universal
substances, such as ‘human’,
‘body’, and ‘animal’.

L. 3.3 That which is not in a subject
and what can be predicated to a subject
are the universal substances such as
‘human’, ‘animal’, and ‘body’.

The impression that M represents a reduced version of the treatment
in L is reinforced even where Mi6y:r al-6ilm has a sentence that is longer
than in MS London. This is the case in sentences M 3.8/L 3.9:

M 3.8. As for (words such as) ‘human’,
‘animal’, and ‘body’ and the like, we use
them as predicates of the individual
Zayd, and we define these substances
by exactly the same definition as the
definition of the subject since we say
about Zayd that he is a rational animal,
a mortal, or that he is a body which has
a soul that perceives sensually and is
moved by the will.

L 3.9 This is like when you use
‘human’ as a predicate of the
individual Zayd. You say ‘Zayd
is a human’ and you find that the
predicate is defined by the defini-
tion of the subject because the
predicate is known from the subject
as [part of ] its essence.

Again, the sentences teach the same: When the universal substance
‘human’ is predicated to an individual substance like Zayd, the universal
substance is always part of the known definition of the subject of
predication (i.e. the individual human) and thus part of its essence.
Sentence M 3.8 is longer but hardly more precise than L 3.9. In fact,
it seems that whoever worked on these two sentences was not happy
with sentence L 3.9, and added more explanation about what is part
of the definition of ‘human’. The style also changes from an address in
the second person (‘you use . . .’) to the first person plural (‘we use . . .’)
which makes it more intimate. The resulting longer sentence M 3.8 has
the benefit of explaining the elements of the definition of ‘human’
without bringing in the term ‘essence’ (dh:t).

By way of conclusion we might say that text L offers a well-structured
and in the most cases clear exposition of the subject and has no repetitive
elements. Text M, on the other hand, presents the same teachings as
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text L but it is shorter, its language is more economical, and repetition is
not always avoided. In all these cases one can readily understand how a
sentence found in text L could be transformed to arrive at a text
like M. The other way round (i.e. a transformation in the opposite
direction) is much less readily understood. In almost all cases, MS
London has the lectio difficilior. Its sentences are more precise and closer
to a philosophical style than those in Mi6y:r al-6ilm. I suggest that the
section of jawhar in the Mi6y:r presents a more developed version,
and was composed for a different kind of readership, than the text in
MS London.

Most of the variations between the treatments of the categories in the
two texts being compared can be explained by the different goals of
the two books. Mi6y:r al-6ilm aims to explain Aristotelian teachings
to people who have an education in kal:m. The text in the London
manuscript does not share that interest and does not have those passages
(part 2 and 6 in the list in Appendix II) where the usage of the word
‘jawhar’ in the language of the fal:sifa is compared to the usage in
kal:m. The Mi6y:r, on the other hand, does not have those passages that
deal with the more subtle metaphysical issues of the discussion of jawhar,
like, for instance, the fact that we can only think in universals and not
in particulars (parts 9–11). Mi6y:r al-6ilm deals with these subjects in a
few sentences at the beginning of part 4 of the section.73

Each of the two books, Mi6y:r al-6ilm as well as MS London, Or. 3126,
contains passages that are literally adapted from al-F:r:b;’s Kit:b
al-Maq �ul:t but are not included in the other. Part 7 in the Mi6y:r,
for instance, is a literal quotation from al-F:r:b;’s al-Maq �ul:t—without
mentioning its source or indicating its provenance. It has no equivalent in
the text of the London manuscript. Equally, in the London manuscript,
parts 9–11 are taken literally from the same text of al-F:r:b; but are not
found in Mi6y:r al-6ilm.

An analysis of the terminology of these two texts further suggests
that there is a development between them and that Mi6y:r al-6ilm is
the more developed one. While the text in the London manuscript starts
out with al-F:r:b;’s technical terminology for ‘individual substances’,
namely ashkh:B al-jawhar, it uses in one instance a second term
synonymously, al-jaw:hir al-shakhBiyya. This latter term appears
neither in al-F:r:b; nor in Ibn S;n:. It is most probably a development
of the author of the London MS trying to avoid the conceptually
more complicated term of al-F:r:b;. Mi6y:r al-6ilm uses only the
newly introduced term of al-jaw:hir al-shakhBiyya even at places

73 These sentences have no equivalent in part 4 of the text in MS London.
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where the London manuscript still has the F:r:bian term ashkh:B
al-jawhar. This strongly suggests that the text in Mi6y:r al-6ilm has gone
through later revisions than the text in the London manuscript where the
F:r:bian language has not been yet been replaced by what must be
understood as Ghaz:lian idiom.

TENTATIVE DATING OF THE TEXT

The terminus post quem of the book preserved in MS London is
determined by the appearance of Tah:fut al-fal:sifa in the kh:tima
of the book. The text must have been composed after the Tah:fut or
at earliest during its composition. One manuscript of the Tah:fut says
it was published in MuAarram 488/January 1095.74 This tallies with
the chronology of works given by al-Ghaz:l; in his autobiography,
where the preoccupation with the teachings of the fal:sifa follows
the study of kal:m and precedes that of the Ism:6;l; Shi6is.75 Through
internal references in the works of al-Ghaz:l; one can determine that
the Tah:fut was indeed published before IAy:8 6ul �um al-d;n. Bouyges
assumed that al-Ghaz:l; wrote Tah:fut al-fal:sifa in the months before
MuAarram 488/January 1095.76

In his autobiography, al-Ghaz:l; writes that he devoted three years
to the study of falsafa while teaching at the NiC:miyya in Baghdad.77

The parenetic and apologetic character of al-Ghaz:l;’s autobiography
is now well established.78 The text presents an archetypical view of how
a scholar should respond to the kind of challenges that al-Ghaz:l; faced.

74 See n. 27.
75 al-Ghaz:l;, al-Munqidh min al-@al:l, 18–27. The writing of al-Ghaz:l;’s

Fa@:8iA al-b:3iniyya, a work preoccupied with Ism:6;l; theology, can be dated to
488/1095.

76 Bouyges, Essai, 23f.
77 al-Ghaz:l;, al-Munqidh min al-@al:l, 18.14f.
78 6Abd al-D:8im al-Baqar; al-AnB:r;, I6tir:f:t al-Ghaz:l; aw kayfa arrakha

l-Ghaz:l; nafsahu (Cairo: D:r al-Kutub al-Ahliyya, 1943), 145 f.; J. M. Abd-el-
Jalil, ‘Autour de la sincerité d’al-Gazali’, in Mélanges Louis Massignon, 3 vols.
(Damascus: Institut Français d’Études Arabes de Damas, 1956–57), i. 57–72;
Abdul-Fattah Sawwaf, ‘Al-Ghazzali: Étude de la Réforme Ghazzalienne dans
l’Histoire de son Développement’ (PhD thesis, Université de Fribourg 1962),
55; Josef van Ess, ‘Neuere Literatur zu _Gazz:l;,’ Oriens (1967) 20: 299–308,
at 303 f.; id. ‘Quelques remarques sur le Munqi@ min a@-@al:l’ in Ghaz:l; :
La Raison et le Miracle (UNESCO Round Table, 9–10 Dec. 1985; Paris:
Maisonneuve et Larose, 1987, 57–68), 64–8; Hava Lazarus-Yafeh, Studies in
al-Ghazzali (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1975), 19 f.
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The narration of facts in al-Ghaz:l;’s al-Munqidh min al-@al:l should
be read with the caution applicable in the study of every kind of
autobiographic literature.79 The three years devoted to the study of
falsafa may represent just the final stage in the preparation and execution
of the writing of the Tah:fut. By the time al-Ghaz:l; wrote his Munqidh
he had been severely criticized for having become too close to the
teachings of the fal:sifa, so the three years mentioned in the Munqidh
may well be just the amount of time al-Ghaz:l; was willing to admit to.
The aim of this might have been to appease some of his critics by stating
that he spent ‘only’ three years on the study of falsafa—and that he did so
after he had already accomplished his higher education—thus countering
the accusation that falsafa had a significant influence on his intellectual
formation.80

The actual time that al-Ghaz:l; spent studying the books of Ibn S;n:
and al-F:r:b; and subsequently writing his own books in this genre—
books that include Tah:fut al-fal:sifa—is likely to have been much
longer than just three years. In fact, there is reason to assume that
al-Ghaz:l; started to read these books with his teacher al-Juwayn;,
who himself studied the works of Ibn S;n:.81 This adds up to a period
of almost 20 years, from the time al-Ghaz:l; entered the seminar of
al-Juwayn; until the final publication of Tah:fut al-fal:sifa in 488/1095.
During these years, we can assume, al-Ghaz:l; studied the works of
fal:sifa such as Ibn S;n:, al-F:r:b;, and Miskawayh, before then

79 On the literary character of al-Ghaz:l;’s al-Munqidh min al-@al:l, see
also Georg Misch, Geschichte der Autobiographie, 4 vols. and 9 parts (Leipzig/
Berlin and Frankfurt: B. G. Teubner and G. Schulte-Bulmke, 1907–67), iii. 2.
1040–1107.

80 Cf. the opinion of Ab �u Bakr ibn al-6Arab; (d. 543/1148), one of al-Ghaz:l;’s
students, who is quoted by Ibn Taymiyya as saying: ‘Our shaykh,
Ab �u E:mid, entered deeply into the bellies of the fal:sifa and when he wanted
to get out of them, he couldn’t’ (Dar8 ta6:ru@ al-6aql wa-l-naql, ed. M. Rash:d
S:lim (Beirut: D:r al-Kun �uz al-Adabiyya, n.d., 11 vols., i. 5). The criti-
cism of contemporaries such as al-Fur3ush; (d. after 520/1126) and al-M:zar;
(d. 536/1141)—the latter accused al-Ghaz:l; of having studied falsafa too
early in his education—has been collected by T:j al-D;n al-Subk;
(d. 771/1370), Fabaq:t al-Sh:fi6iyya al-kubr:, M. M. al-Fan:A; and
M. al-Eilw (eds.), 10 vols. (Cairo: 6�Is: al-B:b; al-Ealab;, 1964–76) vi. 240–4.
See Henri Laoust, ‘La Survie de _Gaz:l; d’après Subk;’, in Bulletin d’Études
Orientales 25 (1972): 153–72.

81 Richard M. Frank, Creation and the Cosmic System: Al-Ghazâlı̂ and
Avicenna (Heidelberg: C. Winter, 1992), 17; Ulrich Rudolph, ‘La Preuve de
l’Existence de Dieu chez Avicenna et dans la Théologie Musulmane’, in Langages
et Philosophie: Hommage à Jean Jolivet, ed. Alain de Libera, Abdelali Elamrani-
Jamal, and Alain Galonnier (Paris: J. Vrin, 1997), 339–46.
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composing Tah:fut al-fal:sifa. It is likely that these years were
interspersed with other activities and that it was not a linear process
as the passage in the Munqidh suggests. Periods of preoccupation with
the teachings of the fal:sifa may have alternated with other work.
It makes little sense to assume that al-Ghaz:l; arrived in Baghdad in the
summer of 484/1091 with empty notebooks, so to speak, without having
already written or drafted at least parts of the many books he was about
to publish between his arrival at the NiC:miyya and his departure only
four and half years later.

The fact that our book mentions Tah:fut al-fal:sifa does not mean,
therefore, that it was written after MuAarram 488/January 1095. The
publication of the Tah:fut may be anticipated in this work. Drafts of
the Tah:fut may have been in circulation among close students and
colleagues. The terminus post quem of our book should accordingly be
set somewhere in the period between al-Juwayn;’s death in the summer
of 478/1085—when al-Ghaz:l; became an independent scholar—and the
publication of the Tah:fut in MuAarram 488/January 1095.

The terminus ante quem is much more difficult to establish. The only
indication in this regard is given by the book’s close relationship to
al-Ghaz:l;’s Mi6y:r al-6ilm. This book was written before IAy:8 6ul �um
al-d;n. It is mentioned in al-Ghaz:l;’s al-IqtiB:d f; l-i6tiq:d, which itself
is mentioned in book one of the IAy:8.82 Although there are still a great
number of uncertainties regarding the dating of al-Ghaz:l;’s books, the
IAy:8 is regarded as one of the first books published after al-Ghaz:l;’s
sudden departure from Baghdad in 488/1095. Al-Ghaz:l; read from the
IAy:8 while passing through Baghdad on his way to Khoras:n in Jum:d:
II 490 / May 1097.83 It is generally assumed that he started writing
the IAy:8 soon after 488/1095.84 Mi6y:r al-6ilm was published before
that time. A tentative dating of the book preserved in MS London puts
it into the ten years between 478/1085 and 488/1095. Such a date
would fit into the most generally accepted view about a change in the
subject matter of al-Ghaz:l;’s writings following his departure from
Baghdad in the fall of 488/1095. Throughout his life, al-Ghaz:l;

82 al-Ghaz:l;, IAy:8, 1:67f., 169; Bouyges, Essai, 34; Hourani, ‘A Revised
Chronology’, 293 f.

83 See the references in Frank Griffel, Apostasie und Toleranz im Islam
(Leiden: Brill, 2000), 304.

84 This is supported by the fact that the Ris:la al-Qudsiyya, which was
written and published while al-Ghaz:l; passed through Jerusalem in the summer
of 489/1096, features as part of the second book of the IAy:8, i. 169, 180–91.
See A. L. Tibawi, ‘Al-Ghaz:l;’s Sojourn in Damascus and Jerusalem’, Islamic
Quarterly 9 (1965): 65–77.
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remained preoccupied with the teachings of the fal:sifa and their
epistemological significance. There is agreement, however, that the
detailed study of these teachings and the refutation of some of them falls
into the period before 488/1095.

CONCLUSION

Comparing the treatment of jawhar in the London manuscript and in
al-Ghaz:l;’s Mi6y:r al-6ilm leads to the conclusion that both texts are
written according to the same technique. They present the Aristotelian
category of substance (jawhar) in a text that is an adaptation of passages
in Ibn S;n:’s al-Naj:t and al-F:r:b;’s al-Maq �ul:t. Both books also
include literal quotations from the latter text. The fact that each of
them features quotations from al-F:r:b; not to be found in the other
excludes the possibility that either is an adaptation of the other.
The passage on jawhar in Mi6y:r al-6ilm cannot draw exclusively on the
text in MS London, and the MS London cannot exclusively depend on
Mi6y:r al-6ilm.

The fact that the writing technique in these two books is quite
elaborate, that this technique is nowhere explicitly explained, and that
the sources for these passage are not mentioned, leads us to conclude that
the two books were written by one and the same author. Were one to
hypothesize that MS London is a forgery, the forger would have had to
have been extremely familiar with the way al-Ghaz:l; composed Mi6y:r
al-6ilm. While such an assumption is not entirely impossible, ever
detecting so skilful a forgery is highly improbable. It is more reasonable
to assume that both texts were written by the same author—or the same
workshop—and/or that both texts are excerpts from a third unknown
text that contains all those passages from al-F:r:b;’s Kit:b al-Maq �ul:t
that are exclusive to one or other of the two texts. Such a third text, for
instance, might have been some sort of notebook from which Mi6y:r
al-6ilm and the text of MS London have both been adapted. Given that
al-Ghaz:l;’s authorship of Mi6y:r al-6ilm is not disputed, the author of
such an assumed third text would still be the same person. This leaves
only a slim possibility that al-Ghaz:l; is not the author of the text in MS
London.

In a series of articles, Jules Janssens pointed out that quite a number of
works published by al-Ghaz:l; contain large amounts of textual material
that have been copied, translated, or adapted from the writings of
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fal:sifa. Janssens made clear that works like Maq:Bid al-fal:sifa, Mi6y:r
al-6ilm, and Ma6:rij al-Quds f; mad:rij ma6rifat al-nafs, are essentially
adaptations of writings by Ibn S;n:.85 Others noted that important
ethical writings of al-Ghaz:l; depend on philosophical authors86—
among them Miskawayh.87 It seems that the text preserved in MS
London, Or. 3126 is evidence for an early stage of al-Ghaz:l;’s technique
of adapting philosophical texts for his own purposes.

So far, the book preserved in the London manuscript cannot be
identified with any of the works described in the bibliographical lists of
books written by al-Ghaz:l;. It seems that this book was not distributed
to a wider readership on a book-market like Baghdad or Nishapur. In his
Jaw:hir al-Qur8:n, al-Ghaz:l; mentions that he has written books on
systematic theology, or rather, as he says, on the four subjects of God’s
essence, His attributes, His actions, and the afterlife, but because of
the complicated and controversial nature of these books, he writes that
he shies away from publishing them.88 We know that al-Ghaz:l; had
a complex view about which books should be read by which kinds
of readers. MS Or. 3126 in London may well have belonged to a corpus
of texts that was written by al-Ghaz:l; for himself and his closest
students and that never reached the book-market. It may prove to be
of key significance in bringing to light a crucial moment of Muslim
theology, namely the beginning of the application of Avicennan
metaphysics within the Ash6arite school.

85 Jules Janssens, ‘Al-Ghazz:l; and His Use of Avicennian Texts’; ‘Le Ma6ârij
al-quds fı̂ madârij ma6rifat al-nafs: Un Élément-clé pour le Dossier Ghazzâlı̂–
Ibn Sı̂nâ?’, AHDLMA (1993) 60: 27–55; ‘Al-Ghazz:l;’s Mi6y:r al-6ilm f; fann
al-mantiq: Sources Avicenniennes et Farabiennes’; ‘Le Dânesh-nâmeh d’;bn
Sı̂nâ: Un Texte à Revoir?’; and ‘Filosofische elementen in de mystieke leer van
al- _Gazz:l;’, Tijdschrift voor Filosofie 50 (1988): 334–42. Cf. Binjamin
Abrahamov, ‘Ibn S;n:’s Influence on al-Ghaz:l;’s Non-Philosophical Works’,
Abr Nahrain 29 (1991): 1–17.

86 Wilferd Madelung, ‘Ar-R:_gib al-IBfah:n; und die Ethik al- _Gaz:l;s’,
in Islamkundliche Abhandlungen: Fritz Meier zum sechzigsten Geburtstag,
Richard Gramlich (ed.), (Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1974) 152–63.

87 Shlomo Pines, ‘Quelque Notes sur les Rapports de l’IAy:8 6ul �um al-d;n
d’al-Ghaz:l; avec la Pensée d’Ibn S;n:’, in Ghazzali: la Raison et le Miracle, 12 f.

88 al-Ghaz:l;, Jaw:hir al-Qur8:n (Beirut: D:r al-2f:q al-6Arab;, 1977), 25; id.
Kit:b al-Arba6;n f; uB �ul al-d;n (Cairo: Maktabat al-Jund;, n.d. [1964]), 23.
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Appendix I
English translation of the table of contents of MS B.L. Or. 3126

(Incomplete Introduction), fo. 2a

First treatise on the principles and the premises, fo.3b

Chapter folio
1 explaining the subject matter of this science 4a

2 explaining the benefit of this science, its place in the
curriculum (martabatuhu), and its name 10a

3 on the relationship of ‘thing’ and ‘being’ with the
categories 11b

4 explaining the necessary, the contingent (al-mumkin),
and the impossible (al-mumtani6) 14a

5 on the decisive statement (faBl al-qawl) about the necessary
existence (al-wuj �ud al-@ar �ur; ) and its conditions 15b

6 on the explanation of the substance and its divisions by
way of statements about universals (bi-qawl kull; ) 28a

7 on the verification of what has been said about the
bodily substance and about that which we abandoned
of it (m: tarakn: minhu) 30b

8 on the proof of primal matter (hylé) 33b

9 on the fact that bodily matter cannot exist deprived of form 37a

10 on the temporary priority of form above matter with
respect to rank of existence 40a

Second treatise on the division of being
into categories, fo. 44b

1 on the category of substance (jawhar) 45a

2 on the category of quantity (al-kamm) 48a

3 on the category of quality (al-kayf ) 52a

4 on the category of relation (al-mu@:f ) 57a

5 on the category of where (al-ayn) 61a

6 on the category of when (al-mat:) 61b

7 on the category of position (al-wa@6) 62b

8 on the category of having (al-milk) 64a

9 on the category of that it is acted upon (an yanfa6ila) 65a

10 on the category of that it acts (an yaf6ala) 66b

Third treatise on concomitant attributes (law:Aiq)
of the categories including an explanation of
their being accidents (6ara@iyyatuh:), fo. 67b

1 on the concomitant attributes of the categories 67b

2 on how to prove apodictically that the nine categories
are accidents 70b
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3 on how to prove apodictically that unity (waAda)
is an accident 71b

4 on how to prove apodictically that quantities are accidents 74a

5 on how to prove apodictically that qualities are accidents 78a

6 on the evidence for the fact that there are qualities in
quantities and an explanation of their being accidents 82b

7 on how to prove apodictically that knowledge is an
accident 83a

8 verifying the nature of ‘number’: on defining its kinds and
explaining its beginnings (aw:8iluhu) 87a

9 explaining twoness (al-ithnawiyya) 89b

10 explaining the opposition (taq:bul) that exists between
unity (al-waAda) and multiplicity (al-kathra) 90b

Fourth treatise on the division of being into
nonessentials (a6r:@ ) and into kinds (aBn:f ), fo. 94a

1 on the division of being in necessary and contingent
(al-mumkin) 94a

2 on the division of being into one and many 94b

3 on the division of being into what precedes and what
comes after 98a

4 on the division of being into pre-eternal and created in time 101b

5 on the division of being into perfect, into deficient, into
what is above perfection, and on [the difference between]
‘the whole’ (al-kull) and ‘the total’ (al-jam; 6) 101b

6 on the division of being into what is potentially and
into what is actually, on what needs to be said on power
and weakness and the proof that everything composed
has matter 104b

7 on the division of being into universal and particular
(al-kull; wa-l-juz8; ) 111b

8 on the division of being into cause and effect 121a

9 on the correlation (mun:saba) between causes and their
effects 134b

10 explaining the finiteness of causal chains (tan:h; l-6ilal) 159a

Fifth treatise on the proof of the necessary existent
(w:jib al-wuj �ud), fo. 171b

1 on the statement that the first cause is absolute (mu3laq)
and restricted (muqayyad) 172b

2 on the proof of the primary attributes that the necessary
existent has 173a
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3 on the fact that the necessary existent has no quiddity
(m:hiyya) other than existence (al-anniyya) 174b

4 on the unity (tawA;d) of the necessary existent 178a

5 verifying the statement that the necessary existent has no
associate 179a

6 on the fact that the necessary existent is not only perfect
but above perfection and that it is good 183a

7 on the fact that the necessary existent is pure intellect
(6aql maA@) 184a

8 on the fact that the necessary existent comprehends
(ya6qilu) the rest of the things (s:8ir al-ashy:8) 185b

9 on the fact that the necessary existent has a knowledge that
is not different from itself 187b

10 on the relation of the categories with it (sc. the necessary
existent) 191a

Sixth treatise on the attributes of the
necessary existent, fo. 197b

1 on the fact that the necessary existent by virtue of itself is
necessary existent in all its aspects (min j:mi6 jih:tihi) 197b

2 explaining the mover that moves the celestial bodies 207a

3 on the fact that although the prime mover is one,
each sphere has its own mover 215b

4 on how actions emanate from the high principles 216a

5 on the refutation of those who mistakenly assume that
the objects of desire (mutashawwaq:t) are bodies 220a

6 on the actions of the necessary existent 222b

7 on the impossibility of multiplicity among the first
originations of the necessary existent 224b

8 on the impossibility that some celestial bodies (ajr:m)
are the causes for others of their kind 226a

9 explaining the uninterrupted sequence (al-tasalsul) 229b

10 on the proof of the active intellect (al-6aql al-fa66:l) 232b

Seventh treatise on what is consequential
from this book (f; law:Aiq al-kit:b), fo. 233b

1 explaining the formation of elements (iBtaqiB:t) from
the first things 233b

2 on divine providence (al-6in:ya al-il:hiyya) 237b

3 explaining the arrangement and the order
(al-tart;b wa-l-niC:m) 240a

4 explaining the degrees of existent things
(mar:tib al-mawj �ud:t) 247a
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5 on the fact that the intellect is by nature a king
who is obeyed (malik mu3:6 bi-l-tab6) 252b

6 on truthful dreams (al-man:m al-B:diq) and the fact
that they are a part of prophecy 253b

7 on Magnificence and Happiness 255a

8 on the admonition of the intellectual pleasures
(al-ladhdh:t al-6aqliyya) 263b

9 on the stations of those who know (maq:m:t al-6:rif;n) 268a

10 on the secrets of signs 273a

(Conclusion) 284b

Appendix II
The chapter on jawhar (substance) in al-Ghaz:l; ’s Mi6y:r al-6ilm and
MS London Or. 3126

Mi6y:r al-6ilm MS London Ultimate source

1) Explanation of jawhar as that which does not subsist in anything else,
distinction from 6ara@ (accident).

11 sentences (M 200.10–201.1) 14 sentences Ibn S;n:, Naj:t 200f.
1 not in MS London 3 not in Mi6y:r

2) Comparison of how ‘jawhar’ is used by mutakallim �un and fal:sifa.

10 sentences (M 201.1–10)
not in MS London

not included (influenced by Ibn S;n:,
Naj:t, 200)

3) Distinction of substances that are universal and those that are individual.

10 sentences (M 201.10–22)
1 not in MS London

10 sentences
1 not in Mi6y:r

(depends on F:r:b;, Maq.,
169.17–22 and 170.14ff.)

4) Accidents also divide into universal and individual. Only universal
substances and accidents allow predication.

12 sentences (M 201.22–202.8) 9 sentences —
4 not in MS London 1 not in Mi6y:r

5) How substances are divided in 4 groups.

5 sentences —
not included not in Mi6y:r
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6) That all substances are ultimately based on individuals.

6 sentences (M 202.8–13) 14 sentences (depends on Aristotle,
all in MS London 8 not in Mi6y:r Cat., 3b, 10–24;

Maq., 11f.)

7) How substances are grouped.

7 sentences (M 202.13–19) = F:r:b;, Maq., 170.7–13
not in MS London not included

8) Point of comparison between the technical language of kal:m and falsafa.

6 sentences (M 202.19– —
203.2) not in MS London not included

9) Things cannot appear in the intellect (6aql) unless they are universals
(kulliyy:t), and universals must always be based on individuals.

9 sentences ¼ F:r:b;,
not included not in Mi6y:r Maq., 170.23–171.4

10) Universals that are not substances and that inhere in a thing
are accidents and they convey no information on the quiddity
(m:hiyya) of the thing.

8 sentences ¼ F:r:b;,
not included not in Mi6y:r Maq., 171.5–11

11) The species of ‘first substances’ are more aptly called substances than
their (higher) genus.

9 sentences ¼ F:r:b;,
not included not in Mi6y:r Maq. 171.11ff

M¼ al-Ghaz:l;, Mi6y:r al-6ilm f; fann al-man3iq, ed. M. 4abr; al-Kurd;, Cairo

1346/1927.

F:r:b;, Maq.¼D. M. Dunlop, ‘‘Al-F:r:b;’s Paraphrase of the Categories of

Aristotle’’ in Islamic Quarterly 4 (1957):168–97; 5 (1959):21–54.

Aristoteles, Maq �ul:t¼Aristoteles, al-Maq �ul:t, in Man3iq Aris3 �u, ed. 6Abd

al-RaAm:n Badaw;, 3 vols. (Cairo 1948), i. 3–55.
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Appendix III

MS London, Or. 3126, fos. 45a.7–45b.8

al-Ghaz:l;, Mi6y:r al-6ilm f; fann al-man3iq
(ed. 4abr; al-Kurd;, 200 f.; ed. Šar:ra, 232 f.; ed. Duny:, 313 f.)
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The teachings of these two passages are adapted from Ibn S;n:, al-Naj:t,

ed. 4abr; al-Kurd; (Cairo; Ma3ba6at al-Sa6:da, 2nd edn., 1938),

200.3–201.2

English translation:
We say: Existent things (. . .) divide by way of a (prime) division into substance

and accident. If we aim at determining what a substance is, we need to set

before it the discussion of premises. We say: If two entities come together

and if each one of the two entities is not completely conjoined with the other,
like it is the case with the nail and the wall, because here, although they

have come together, the nail only penetrates into one part of the wall

without becoming (completely) conjoined [with the wall], but rather it conjoins

only superficially, and if they are not the nail and the wall, but rather each
one of the two would spread out and connect itself (completely) with the

other, then, if one of the two would be a firm being by itself and also

distinguished from the other and if (the other) one of the two would bring
something into this conjunction, then the conjunction would be described

as an attribute (Bifa), and the other thing would be described as the one

that acquires something from [the first]. Now, the firmly existing being
that acquires something is called the substrate (maAall) and the other is
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called the one that subsists (A:ll) in it. If the substrate is for its subsistence
independent of the thing subsisting in it, only then we call it a subject (maw@ �u6)
for [the thing that subsists in it]. If it is not independent of it, we do not call it a
subject, but we may have called it prime matter. And every entity that is not in
a subject is a substance (jawhar). And every entity that is subsisting in a subject is
an accident.

There may be a thing that (subsists) in a substrate and is despite this
a substance. I mean it is not in a subject if the proximate substrate that it is
in is subsisting through it and not through itself. In this case it is, despite this,
still a component of it and we call this a form. The (proper) establishment
of this will come to us at a later point. No substance is (residing) in a subject.
(. . .) If the thing that is (residing) in a substrate is also a subject, we call it
an accident.

Appendix IV

Distinction of substances that are universal (kull;) and those that are individual
(shakhB; or juz8; ). MS London, Or. 3126, fos. 45b.8–46a.11
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al-Ghaz:l;, Mi6y:r al-6ilm
(ed. 4abr; al-Kurd;, 201; ed. Šar:ra, 234; ed. Duny:, 314 f.

These two passages have no clear equivalent in philosophical literature. They
are adaptations of passages in al-F:r:b;’s Kit:b al-Maq �ul:t: see D. M. Dunlop,

‘Al-F:r:b;’s Paraphrase of the Categories of Aristotles’, Islamic Quarterly 4

(1957): 168–97 and 5 (1959): 21–54. The two passages are at 169.17–22

(translation, 184) and 170.14–26 (translation, 185).
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